
Snapchat and The Economist's 
digital strategy



Where we came from...

A bit about us



● 175 years-old

● Global weekly circulation of 1.5m

● Economics, finance, foreign affairs, business, 

science and technology, culture

● Editorially independent and profitable

● Sustainable business model based on 

subscription revenue from readers

A bit about us
...and who we are today



What makes The Economist 
The Economist?

● We’re a trusted, finishable filter of the news. 

● We’re a smart guide to forces shaping the 

future.

● We’re a staunch advocate for progressive, 

liberal causes.

● We’re global, not national.

● We’re high-quality journalism for people 

willing to pay for it. 

Our core values



Our approach to digital products

Enhance the value of the 
package?

Introduce new subscribers?

Both?!

Can it:



Expresso, our daily app:

● A trusted, finishable news filter

● Forward-looking 

● Global 

● A paid product



That sounds like 
The Economist...



Economist radio:

● A trusted filter on the news 

● A succinct and finishable experience 

● A shop window for our global, 

analytical approach 

● A tool for reaching new audiences





Really?





What bits of our 
voice could fit 
on the platform?



A trusted, finishable filter
● Succinctly-curated content
● Deep dives into single topics
● The ultimate cheat-sheet



A guide to the future and an advocate for 
progressive, liberal causes
● How this will impact you 
● Show, don’t tell 
● Like you, we don’t just want to understand the future,

we want to shape it 



A global perspective



Designing for Discover







Liberal, progressive causes 



How we make our editions 

Insert pic of screen grab of team hangout 





The results (so far) of our Snapchat experiment

● The biggest step change in our audience since 1843

● Multiple awards

● An update to our image

● Advertising revenue

● Proof we can engage with an important new platform and format



Yes, really.


